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Abstract
Non-uniform fields are commonly used to study vesicle dielectrophoresis and can be used to hitherto
relatively unexplored areas of vesicle deformation and electroporation. A common but perplexing problem in
vesicle dynamics is the cross over from the entropic to enthalpic (stretching) tension during vesicle deformation.
A lucid demonstration of this concept is provided by the study of vesicle deformation and dielectrophoresis
under axisymmetric quadrupole electric field. Small deformation theory incorporating the Maxwell stress
approach is used (employing area and volume conservation constraints) to estimate the dielectrophoretic
velocity. The entropic and enthalpic tensions are implemented to understand vesicle electrohydrodynamics in
low and high tension limits. The shapes obtained using the entropic and the enthalpic approaches, show
significant differences. A strong dependence of the final vesicle shapes on the ratio of electrical conductivities
of the fluids inside and outside the vesicle as well as on the frequency of the applied quadrupole electric field is
observed which could be used to estimate electromechanical properties of the vesicle. Moreover, an excess area
dependent transition between the entropic and enthalpic regimes is observed. The Maxwell stress approach,
used in this work, indicates that Clausius-Mossotti factor obtained by the dipole moment method together
with the drag on a rigid sphere explains vesicle dielectrophoresis. Interestingly, the coupling of hydrodynamic
and electric stress, important in drops is absent in vesicle dielectrophoresis to linear order.
Keywords: Vesicle, Dielectrophoresis
1. Introduction
Non-uniform fields are commonly used to study dielectrophoresis (DEP), which is the movement of an
uncharged particle under a spatially non-uniform electric field. DEP results from the interaction of an electric
field gradient and an induced dipole in the particle. A particle in a non-uniform field is termed to undergo
positive DEP if particles migrate towards a region of high electric field while in negative DEP the particles
migrate towards region of lower electric field. An understanding of the DEP behavior of bioparticles [1, 2] has
importance in several biotechnological and biomedical applications [3, 4, 5, 6]. First stuggested for yeast cells,
DEP [7, 8], has subsequently been widely studied for other bioparticles such as RBCs,[9, 10] bacteria,[11]
DNAs,[12, 13] proteins[14] etc. The technique has potential applications in cell manipulation, [15, 16]
separation, [17, 18, 19, 15] sorting, [20, 21, 22] to study electrorotation, [23, 24] electrofusion, [25, 26, 27]
cell-cell interaction [28] as well as in characterizing their physical properties [29] etc as well as for for
diagnosis of cancer [30, 31, 32]. On the other hand, single cell studies [33, 34, 35] have important engineering
applications in drug delivery, gene introduction, cloning technology etc, apart from the fundamental insights
into the mechanism of dielectrophoresis that such studies provide. Excellent controllability, high efficiency
and small damage to cells make DEP technique appropriate for contact-free trapping of a cell in a region of
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low electric field [33]. This has led to research in designing effective non-uniform electric fields by judicious
design of electrodes, often in microfluidic/nanofluidic chips by microfabrication techniques [36, 16, 35] has
gained prominence.
Giant Unilamellar Vesicles (Liposomes) (GUVs) have emerged as a very reliable bio-memetic system and
has been used to understand the DEP response of cells [37, 38]. Unlike biological cells, there are very few
experimental [37, 39, 40] and theoretical [41] investigations on the DEP of vesicles . Korlach et al., [42]
created a 3D electric field cage to study vesicle deformation and electro-rotation by trapping a vesicle using
optical tweezers. Studies on the modification of the electrical properties of GUVs to serve them as test particle
for DEP study[43], high-frequency DEP response of vesicles to estimate upper and lower crossover frequency
at different interior conductivity and membrane electric properties [38] and DEP studies on surface-modified
liposomes in AC fields[39], have also been reported .
A vesicle under non-uniform, axisymmetric quadrupole electric field, not only exhibits dielectrophoresis, but
can also deform. Although several experimental and theoretical papers have demonstrated vesicle deformation
under AC[44, 45, 46, 47], pulsed DC[48], DC fields[49, 50], these fields are mostly uniform. A uniform field
leads to prolate and oblate spheroidal (dipolar) deformations, and these have been summarized into a phase
diagram[51, 45]. Moreover non-uniform fields have also shown promise in more efficient electroporation as
compared to uniform fields [52].
Interestingly, very few such experimental studies on deformation of a vesicle have been conducted [42, 52]
in non-uniform fields whereas there is hardly any theoretical study reported. The experiments [42, 52] indicate
fascinating shapes (prolate, oblate, pear, diamond, square) due to action of quadrupolar and higher order
potentials and associated Maxwell stress. The resulting shape is clearly a balance of electric, hydrodynamic
and membrane stress. Amongst the different membrane stresses, there is a good understanding of the bending
stress as well as the non-uniform tension that arises on account of local membrane incompressibility. However,
to describe the uniform tension, two approaches have been used. The entropic approach, wherein, the tension
arises due to the thermal undulations of the excess area. The assumption here is that under an external
force, the excess area present in the thermal undulations is reduced, leading to a tension (hereafter called as
the entropic tension). The membrane is then assumed to have enough excess area not to cause stretching at
a molecular level and was employed to describe vesicle deformation under a uniform electric field [44, 53].
On the other hand, when a membrane is completely stretched, the uniform tension arises because the excess
area of a vesicle can not increase during the shape deformation process (we call this the enthalpic tension).
This approach has been used to describe shape deformation for vesicles in shear flow[54],wherein shapes
are described by the 2nd Legendre mode. On the other hand, the quadrupolar field provides two degrees of
freedom for shape deformation, namely the 2nd and 4th Legendre modes.
These concepts form the basis for micropipette experiments which were initially proposed by [55], wherein
it was showed that for tensions lower than 0.5mN/m, the aspiration can be considered entropic and the
area change is logarithmic in tension. On the other hand for higher values of tension, a membrane stretches
proportional to the tension, and inverse to the area incompressibility modulus (typically of the order
100− 200mN/m).
Motivated by these issues we ask the following questions,
1. What is the vesicle deformation in pure quadrupolar field (as well as a mix of uniform and quadrupole
fields), and can the prolate, oblate, pear, diamond and square shapes, seen in experiments be explained?
2. When is the deformation dominated by entropy and enthalpy or how does the deformation differ from
the uniform field case?
2. Mathematical formulation
2.1. Model description
The system considered consists of a spherical vesicle of radius Ro, surrounded by a non-conducting
bilayer membrane of thickness δm that has an electrical conductivity (σm) and a finite permittivity (m).
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Figure 1: Schematic presentation of a vesicle subjected to an axisymmetric, non-uniform AC electric field. eˆr and eˆθ are unit
normal and tangent vectors, respectively.
This bilayer membrane which separates the inner fluid from the suspending medium is characterized by
an interfacial tension γinit,0, bending rigidity κb and the dilatational viscosity of the membrane, µm. The
Newtonian fluid enclosed within a vesicle has permittivity in, conductivity σin, and viscosity µin, the
suspending Newtonian medium has permittivity ex, conductivity σex, and viscosity µex. Gravity effects are
neglected on account of their small size (Ro = 5− 10µm). We define the ratios of fluid physical properties as
σr = σin/σex, r = in/ex, µr = µin/µex. Note that subscript ’in’ and ’ex’ represent quantities associated
with the inner and the outer fluid, respectively.
To generate a non-uniform electric field, axisymmetric quadrupole electrodes (symmetric about the z axis)
are used in this work (Figure1). The geometric center of the axisymmetric electrode setup is the region of
minimum electric field, whereas the electric field is maximum at the electrode edges. A spherical coordinate
system (r, θ,Φ) is assumed such that the origin of the coordinate system is at the geometric center of the
electrode system. A time-periodic, non-uniform, axisymmetric, AC electric field is externally applied to a
vesicle placed at the center of the electrode system. The applied electric potential is expressed as a sum of
uniform and quadrupole electric potentials as φ∞ = (−EorP1(cos θ)−Λor2P2(cos θ)) cosωt, where Eo and Λo
are the intensities of the uniform and the quadrupole electric fields, respectively. Here P1(cos θ) and P2(cos θ)
denote Legendre Polynomials of first and second degree, respectively. The electric field generated due to this
applied electric potential can be expressed as E∞ = −∇φ∞. In this work, most of the equations are expressed
in their dimensional form (with no over-bar) but the results are primarily presented in non-dimensional form
(represented with an over-bar) using appropriate dimensionless parameters.
2.2. Governing equations and boundary conditions
2.2.1. Electrodynamics
The inner and outer fluids are assumed to be leaky dielectrics. The solution of Laplace equation ∇2φj = 0
(where j = ex, in) in spherical coordinate system results in the electric potential outside (φex) and inside
(φin) the vesicle to be of the form,
φex = φ∞ +
A1
r2
P1(cos θ) +
A2
r3
P2(cos θ) (1)
φin = B1rP1(cos θ) +B2r
2P2(cos θ) (2)
where coefficients A1, A2, B1, B2 (provided in Appendix-A), are obtained by solving the following
electrostatic boundary conditions at the membrane interface (r = Ro) and using orthogonality of Legendre
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polynomials,
φin − φex − Vm1P1(cos θ)− Vm2P2(cos θ) = 0 (3)
(σin + iωin)
dφin
dr
− (σex + iωex)dφex
dr
= 0 (4)
(σex + iωex)
dφex
dr
+ Cmiω(Vm1P1(cos θ) + Vm2P2(cos θ)) +Gm(Vm1P1(cos θ) + Vm2P2(cos θ)) = 0 (5)
Here Vm1 and Vm2 are the transmembrane potentials (Appendix-B) across the membrane associated with
the P1 and P2 Legendre modes, respectively. Cm and Gm, which can be modelled as Cm = m/δm and
Gm = σm/δm, are the membrane capacitance and conductance respectively.
The normal and tangential electric fields are obtained from the electric potentials using the definitions
Er ex,in = −∂φex,in∂r , Eθ ex,in = − 1r ∂φex,in∂θ .
Using the Maxwell’s stress tensor T = 0(EE− 12 IE2) where E2 = E.E and I is the identity tensor, the
normal (eˆr.T.eˆr) and tangential (eˆr.T.eˆθ) electric stresses acting at the vesicle surface can be estimated. Here
eˆr and eˆθ represents the normal and tangent unit vectors to an undeformed sphere. The non-oscillatory part
of the Maxwell stresses can be further expressed as[53, 56].
τEr ex,in =
0
4
(Er ex,inE
∗
r ex,in − Eθ ex,inE∗θ ex,in) (6)
τEθ ex,in =
0
4
(Eθ ex,inE
∗
r ex,in + Er ex,inE
∗
θ ex,in) (7)
where * represents complex conjugate of the respective physical quantity and Er and Eθ are the radial
and tangential electric fields respectively. The net normal and tangential electric stresses on the vesicle are
τEr = τ
E
r ex − τEr in, τEθ = τEθ ex − τEθ in. Full expressions for these quantities in a simplified form are provided
in the Appendix-C.
2.2.2. Hydrodynamics
The velocity and pressure fields corresponding to each fluid region (inner or outer) are given by the Stokes
equation and the continuity equation (∇pin,ex = µin,ex∇2uin,ex, ∇.uin,ex = 0). Here, the inertial effects
are ignored, thereby addressing small Reynolds number conditions. Assuming axisymmetry and adopting
a stream function approach, the stream functions for the outer and inner regions are of the generalized
form
ψex =
(
C1e
r
+ C2er
)
G2 +
(
C3e
r2
+ C4e
)
G3 +
(
C5e
r3
+
C6e
r
)
G4 +
(
C7e
r4
+
C8e
r2
)
G5 (8)
ψin =
(
C1ir
4 + C2ir
2
)
G2 +
(
C3ir
5 + C4ir
3
)
G3 +
(
C5ir
6 + C6ir
4
)
G4 +
(
C7ir
7 + C8ir
5
)
G5 (9)
where G1−G5 are the Gegenbauer’s function of first kind (Appendix-D). The velocity fields can be expressed
in terms of stream functions (ψ) as vr ex,in = 1r2 sin θ
∂ψex,in
∂θ , vθ ex,in = − 1r sin θ ∂ψex,in∂r , where vr and vθ are
the normal and tangential velocity components, respectively.
The pressure is governed by the solution of the Laplace equation, ∇2P = 0. For the outer and inner
regions it is considered to be of the form
pex =
C9e
r2
P1(cos θ) +
C10e
r3
P2(cos θ) +
C11e
r4
P3(cos θ) +
C12e
r5
P4(cos θ) (10)
pin = p0 + C9irP1(cos θ) + C10ir
2P2(cos θ) + C11ir
3P3(cos θ) + C12ir
4P4(cos θ) (11)
here C1i − C12i and C1e − C12e are unknown coefficients to be determined (Appendix-E).
The normal and tangential hydrodynamic stresses at the outer and inner surfaces of the membrane are given
by
τHr ex,in = −pex,in + 2µex,in
∂vr ex,in
∂r
(12)
τHθ ex,in = µex,in
(
1
r
∂vr ex,in
∂θ
− vθ ex,in
r
+
∂vθex,in
∂r
)
(13)
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2.2.3. Membrane mechanics
The surface of a deformed vesicle is described by
rs = α+ s1P1(cos θ) + s2P2(cos θ) + s3P3(cos θ) + s4P4(cos θ) (14)
where rs is the radial position of a slightly deformed vesicle surface from it’s center, s1, s2, s3, s4 are deformation
amplitudes associated with respective Legendre modes. α is obtained by the constraint of volume conservation∫ 2pi
φ=0
dφ
∫ pi
θ=0
dθ(1/3)r3s sin θ = 4piR
3
o/3, to yield
α = Ro
(
1−
(
s21
3
+
s22
5
+
s23
7
+
s24
9
)
1
R2o
)
(15)
The deviation of the vesicle shape from a sphere (of fixed volume 4piR3o/3) is defined by a shape function
F = r − rs(θ), therefore the unit normal at r = rs is n = ∇F/|∇F |. The constraint of area conservation
of the bilayer membrane results in a relation between deformation amplitudes and excess area of the form∫ 2pi
φ=0
∫ pi
θ=0
r2s/(eˆr.n) sin θdθdφ = 4piR2o + ∆. This gives the non-dimensional excess area as
∆¯ =
(
2s22
5
+
5s23
7
+ s24
)
1
R2o
(16)
Membrane stress: The stress due membrane bending (τB), due to both uniform (τTu ) and nonuniform
tensions (τTr,nu, τTθ,nu) as well as due to normal and tangential interfacial membrane stresses (τ
ν
r , τνθ ) are
given by
τB =
6κb
R4o
(
4∑
l=2
(l(l + 1)− 2)slPl(cos θ)
)
(17)
τTu = γu
(
2
r
+
1
r2
4∑
l=2
(l(l + 1)− 2)slPl(cos θ)
)
(18)
τTr,nu =
2
r
(
4∑
l=1
γnulPl(cos θ)
)
(19)
τTθ,nu =
1
Ro
(
4∑
l=1
∂(γnulPl(cos θ))
∂θ
)
(20)
τνr =
Bqµex
Ro
∂
∂θ
(
1
sin θ
∂(vθ sin θ)
dθ
)
(21)
τνθ =
2Bqµex
Ro sin θ
∂(vθ sin θ)
dθ
(22)
here Bq = µm/(µexRo) is the Boussinesq number and µm is the membrane viscosity associated with
dilatational deformation of the membrane. The normal membrane stress component is τMr = (τB + τTu +
τTr,nu + τ
ν
r ), the tangential membrane stress component is τMθ = (τ
T
θ,nu + τ
ν
θ ). Note that the stress associated
with the membrane tension has contributions from both uniform tension, which could be entropic or enthalpic
and discussed later (equation 26 and Appendix-E) as well as the non-uniform tension which varies with
position θ along the surface and is obtained by applying membrane incompressibility condition (∇s.vj = 0),
where ∇s is surface gradient operator. This conforms local area conservation and yields the non-uniform
tension associated with each mode namely γnu1, γnu2, γnu3, γnu4 (Appendix-F).
2.2.4. Boundary conditions
The balance of membrane and fluid stresses and continuity of their velocity fields across the membrane
interface are given by Taylor expanding the following boundary conditions at the undeformed membrane
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surface r = Ro
(b1) Normal stress balance: [[τEr + τHr ]] + τMr = 0, where [[.]] represents the difference in properties of outer
and inner fluid across the interface
(b2) Tangential velocity continuity: vθ in = vθ ex
(b3) Membrane incompressibility condition:
1
Ro
∂(vθ ex,in sin θ)
∂θ
+
2
Ro
vr ex,in sin θ = 0 (23)
(b4) Tangential stress balance:[[τEθ + τ
H
θ ]] + τ
M
θ = 0
(b5) Kinematic condition:
vr in = vr ex =
4∑
l=1
dsl
dt
Pl(cos θ) (24)
The above boundary conditions (b1-b5) are solved using the orthogonality condition for Legendre polynomials.
The boundary conditions are integrated at each order of the Legendre polynomials in order to get the
unknown constants associated with the velocity and pressure fields for both the inner and the outer fluids
(Appendix-G).
3. Entropic and enthalpic tension approach for uniform tension
In the present work, the electric field induced shape deformations are estimated by two different ways of
describing the uniform tension in the membrane. These are based on the two regimes for tension as given by
[55]. In the first case, when the induced tension is low, the tension is estimated by using the entropic theory.
At low tension a membrane is in a highly fluctuating state where in the excess area of a vesicle is present
in various deformation modes. Therefore an applied stress leads to a change in area that is described by
the amplitudes s2, s3, s4 of modes P2, P3, P4 (equation16) due to straightening of the fluctuations (wiggles),
resulting in membrane tension that is given by
γentu = γinit,0 e
(
8piκb(2s22/5+5s23/7+s24)
R2oKBT
)
(25)
Therefore, the uniform tension in the membrane because of excess area is
γentu = γinit,0 e
(
8piκb∆
KBT
)
(26)
where γinit,0 is the initial tension in the membrane. Here, ∆ contains contribution from all the three modes
(P2, P3 and P4).
In the second case, when the induced tension is high, a vesicle is said to be in the enthalpic regime. In
this state, the deformation modes are related by the constraint of the vesicle area remaining constant during
deformation (equation16), ∆˙ = 0, leading to
4
5
s2
ds2
dt
+
10
7
s3
ds3
dt
+
28
11
s4
ds4
dt
= 0 (27)
By substituting the solutions from kinematic conditions (equation 24) for ds2dt ,
ds3
dt ,
ds4
dt the enthalpic tension,
γenthu , can be determined and is provided in Appendix-E.
The overall shapes of a vesicle obtained in the entropic and the enthalpic cases are described by the
positions of their interface, that is rs = α + s2P2(cos θ) + s3P3(cos θ) + s4P4(cos θ). Here s2 deformation
mode deforms a vesicle into a prolate/oblate ellipsoids, the s3 mode makes the shapes non-axisymmetric
about the z-axis, while the s4 mode imparts higher order shapes (square, diamond, pear etc).
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4. Dimensionless parameters
All length scales are non dimensionalized by the radius of vesicle Ro, the potential by either EoRo or
ΛoR
2
o, the tension by κb/R2o, and the velocity and the stress by exR3oΛ2o/µex and exR2oΛ2o, respectively. A
dimensionless factor f¯ = Eo/(ΛoRo) is introduced, which compares the relative strength of the applied uniform
and quadrupole electric field, such that f¯ = 0 represents a pure quadrupole field. Another dimensionless
quantity which compares the relative strength of the shape deforming electric stress and shape resisting
bending stress is the capillary number Ca = exR5oΛ2o/κb. There are several time scales in the problem, the
hydrodynamic time scale tH = µex/(exR2oΛ2o), the charge relaxation time scale of outer fluid tex = ex/σex,
the Maxwell Wagner relaxation time tMW = (2ex + in)/(2σex + σin) and the membrane charging time
tcap = C¯m(
1
2 +
1
σr
), where C¯m = CmRo/ex. Here we use tex for non-dimensionalizing the time and
ω¯ = ωex/σex represents the non-dimensional frequency. For simplicity we present results for the case
tH = tex, which is valid for low conductivity fluids.
The non-dimensional equations for the time evolution of the various deformation modes are given by,
Rate of shape deformation
ds¯1
dt¯
=
2f¯(−30Y¯0 + 18Y¯2 + X¯1Y¯ )
9Y¯
(28)
ds¯2
dt¯
=
6(−28s¯2Y¯ (6 + γ¯u)/C¯a+ (14Y¯1a + 90Y¯3 + 7X¯2aY¯ + 7f¯2(2Y¯1b + X¯2bY¯ )))
7Y¯ (32 + 23µr)
(29)
ds¯3
dt¯
=
12(−10s¯3Y¯ (6 + γ¯u)/C¯a+ f¯(−8Y¯2 + X¯3Y¯ ))
Y¯ (85 + 76µr)
(30)
ds¯4
dt¯
=
20(−126s¯4Y¯ (6 + γ¯u)/C¯a+ (−48Y¯3 + 7X¯4Y¯ ))
63Y¯ (20 + 19µr)
(31)
where constants terms (X¯ ′s and Y¯ ′s) are parts of the normal and tangential electric stresses, respectively.
These are lengthy expressions and therefore not provided in the manuscript.
5. Results and discussion
Although the results are presented in non-dimensional parameters (represented by an over-bar) it is
important to mention the typical experimental parameters of relevance[39, 42]. These are mostly borrowed
from the values reported in [39, 42] and [52], and have been used to determine the range of non-dimensional
parameters used in this work. An isolated spherical vesicle of Ro = 5µm, motivated by typical size of
a biological cell, membrane conductivity σm = 4 × 10−9S/m, membrane permittivity m = 100, initial
membrane tension γinit,0 = 2.75 × 10−6N/m, and membrane thickness δm = 5nm, containing a fluid of
σin = 1.4× 10−2S/m, in = 800 is assumed to be suspended in a medium of σex = 5× 10−5S/m, ex = 800.
Here 0 is the permittivity of free space.
The axisymmetric quadrupole electrodes in experiments typically consist of two end cap electrodes
maintained at a certain voltage and a ring electrode which is often ground. An AC electric field can be
generated by a peak-to-peak voltage of φ∞,np,sp = 40 Vpp applied to the end-cap (live) and the ring electrode
(φ∞,eq = 0 Vpp) is grounded. An additional 10 Vpp potential can be superimposed "between" two end cap
electrodes to produce a simultaneous uniform and quadrupole field between the electrodes. The frequency
can be varied from around 500 Hz to more than 10 MHz. A separation of L = 20µm and ro =
√
2zo, can be
maintained between the electrodes (see figure1), where zo, ro are the distances of the end caps and the ring
respectively, from the center of quadrupole system. These trap parameters are similar to the experimental
work of [39] except while their electrode arrangement is 2D planar quadrupole, the present work deals
with axisymmetric quadrupolar system. Similar to [39] the conductivity ratio σr = 280 is considered, and
additionally, σr = 0.003 is also used to investigate the σr < 1 case.
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Figure 2: Role membrane conductance on transmembrane potential when G¯m = 0(solid) and G¯m = 0.5(dashed) when σr=280
and σr=0.003 for f¯ = 1 (C¯m = 125, r = 1)
A vesicle, initially positioned at the center of electrode system, deforms under applied electric field.
Additionally, it undergoes dielectrophoresis for a non-zero value of the parameter f¯ . Therefore, the study
is divided into three parts. The first and second parts address the problem of vesicle deformation under
pure quadrupole field (f¯ = 0) as well as under simultaneous uniform and quadrupole fields (non-zero f¯),
respectively. Both entropic and enthalpic tension approaches are used in the deformation studies and a variety
of shapes are reported. A qualitative comparison with the vesicle shapes reported in recent experimental
papers [42, 52] is also made. Lastly, the dielectrophoretic motion of a vesicle under non-uniform electric field
is presented when a combination of uniform and quadrupole electric field is applied (non-zero f¯) and the
details are provided in the supplementary material.
5.1. Transmembrane potential
The transmembrane potential (TMP) generated by a uniform electric field is equal and opposite at the
north and south poles of the vesicle. On the contrary the transmembrane potential due to the quadrupole
field is symmetric about the equator and therefore identical at the north and south poles. Therefore for
membranes with a finite resting potential (in the absence of field), while uniform field would lead to a
difference in poration tendency at the north or south pole, a quadrupole field will cause symmetric poration
at the two poles. The variation of the amplitude of the transmembrane potential (Appendix B: equation
B.2 and B.3), plotted in figure 2 for f¯ = 1, shows that the TMP falls over a frequency equivalent to the
reciprocal of the capacitor charging time (t−1cap = 0.015 for σr = 280 and t−1cap = 2.4× 10−5 for σr = 0.003) for
both uniform and quadrupolar parts of the applied fields. The transmembrane potential due to quadrupolar
part is greater than that due to the uniform part. Increasing the membrane conductance from 0 to 0.5
reduces the transmembrane potential slightly for σr  1. However, the reduction is precipitous for σr < 1.
The transmembrane potential in the low frequency limit in a non-conducting membrane is a result of the
charges built on the membrane to reduce the normal electric field in the outer region to zero. This potential
is independent of the conductivity ratio of the two fluids for a non-conducting membrane. In a conducting
membrane, the outer electric field need not be zero, since the membrane can allow current to flow through it.
This leads to a drop in the transmembrane potential. A reduction in σr means a lower electrical conductivity
of the inner fluid for the same conductivity of the outer fluid (used in non-dimensionalization). This leads to
lower transmembrane current (ohmic) which results in a very small transmembrane potential being able to
drive ohmic current through the conducting membrane when σr < 1.
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Figure 3: Variation of the amplitudes of shape deformation modes with time in pure quardratic AC electric field, entropic (solid)
and enthalpic approach (dashed), σr = 0.003, 280 (γ¯init,0 = 668, Ca=9864, ∆¯=0.2, C¯m=125, G¯m=0, µr = r=1, ω¯ = 1). —
(s¯2), — (s¯3), — (s¯4)
5.2. Deformation in pure quadrupole electric field
A vesicle deforms in an applied electric field on account of the Maxwell stress, proportional to the square
of electric field, acting on it. Thus while a uniform electric field (P1) produces shapes described by the
P2 mode, when a pure quadrupolar (P2) field is applied, the Maxwell stresses and thereby the resulting
shapes are expected to have the P2, P4 modes. Atleast two experimental results are reported in the literature
on vesicle deformation in multipolar fields [42, 52]. Unlike uniform electric fields which typically result in
prolate or oblate spheroids, higher order multipolar fields (e.g. quadrupole and octupole) lead to interesting
shapes such as square, diamond and even hexagonal. We therefore understand the deformation of a vesicle in
quadrupole potentials using the Maxwell stress approach.
To determine realistic parameters for quadrupolar fields that can cause deformation, one can consider
around 16Vpp potential applied between the end cap electrodes and the ring electrodes, with ro =
√
2zo
and zo=10 µm. The applied potential generates an axisymmetric quadrupole electric field of strength
Λo = −2.12× 1010V/m2. A vesicle of size Ro = 5µm and excess area ∆¯ = 0.2 can be considered to be at the
center where the DEP force on the vesicle is zero on account of zero electric field, thereby preventing its
translation. This allows a systematic analysis of shape deformations due to non-zero electric stress at the vesicle
surface. In calculations presented κb = 25KBT , that gives a capillary number of Ca = exR5oΛ2o/κb = 9684.
These numbers serve as a reference for the choice of non-dimensional parameters used in the present analysis.
Figure 3 shows the evolution of amplitude of deformation modes, s¯2 and s¯4, with time for very high and
low σr at an intermediate frequency (ω¯ = 1) in both entropic and enthalpic regimes. For σr > 1 both s¯2 and
s¯4 are positive, while for σr < 1, s¯2 and s¯4 are negative. The P3 deformation mode is not admitted in the
pure quadrupole case (s¯3 = 0). Thus starting with an initial spherical shape, both the enthalpic and entropic
regimes show that a final, non-spherical, equilibrium shape is reached. The deformations in the enthalpic
regime are higher than those in the entropic regime.
Figures 4 and 5 show the variation of the deformation (s¯2 and s¯4) and the final equilibrium shapes,
respectively. The variation is shown with frequency, at different conductivity ratios, in the entropic and
enthalpic regimes. Unlike the case of uniform fields, where prolate and oblate spheroids imply that s¯2
deformation suffices to explain the shape of the vesicles, in quadrupole fields, occurrence of s¯2 and s¯4
amplitudes suggest that the actual shape should be discussed (figure 5). A distinctive feature of pure
quadrupole fields is the observation of oblate deformation for the P4 (−s¯4) mode even at very low frequencies
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(a) (b)
Figure 4: Variation of amplitudes of shape deformation modes with frequency in pure quadrupole AC electric field in (a) entropic
and (b) enthalpic tension regime for Ca=9684, ∆¯=0.2, C¯m = 125, G¯m = 0, r = µr = 1, γ¯init,0 = 668. (— (s¯2), — (s¯4), Filled
circle: σr = 280, Hollow circles: σr = 0.003)
(a) (b)
Figure 5: Vesicle shape transition in pure quadrupole AC electric field with frequency by: (a) entropic and (b) enthalpic
approach, σr = 280 and 0.003 (∆¯=0.2, C¯m=125, G¯m=0, r = µr = 1, γ¯init,0 = 668, Ca = 9684).
ω < t−1cap in agreement with similar results for a drop [57] (Figure 6a). This is essentially due to the fact
that pure normal stresses in quadrupole field favor oblate shapes even in the absence tangential stresses [57],
unlike uniform fields wherein vesicles are always prolate in the low frequency regime.
In the entropic regime, in the intermediate frequency range, t−1cap < ω < t
−1
MW , a vesicle behaves like a
drop. At higher inner conductivity (σr > 1) the deformation is predominantly prolate for all frequencies
(see figure 6b), whereas for σr < 1, oblate deformations are observed at low and intermediate frequencies
(see figure 6c). A feature of these plots (compared to uniform field which admits only the P2 mode) is the
different qualitative behaviour of the s¯2 and s¯4 amplitudes of the P2, P4 modes with frequency. In the high
frequency regime, a nearly spherical shape is seen since the Maxwell stresses become small although do
not disappear. Thus unlike a drop even at high frequencies, a vesicle does show non-zero, although small,
tangential and normal electric fields and stresses, on account of the capacitance of the membrane.
In the enthalpic regime, at low and intermediate frequencies, the variation of the shapes with frequency is
qualitatively similar to that observed in the entropic case. However, unlike the entropic case, low deformation
10
Figure 6: Schematic of normal and tangential electric stress distribution on an undeformed vesicle in pure quadrupole AC
electric field (C¯m=125, G¯m=0).
(that is nearly spherical shape) is not observed at very high frequencies, since the modes have to conserve the
total area and volume simultaneously. The distribution of this area between s¯2 and s¯4 is clearly seen in the
figures 4,5. A variety of shapes are therefore observed which are a competition between minimization of the
bending, tension and the electrostatic energy. The role of electrostatics is indicated by prolate shapes for
σr > 1 and oblate shapes at intermediate frequencies for σr < 1 and also by the fact that the the shapes
depend upon the conductivity ratio. Both the entropic and enthalpic regimes show significant deviation from
ellipsoidal shapes, exhibiting rhomboidal, cuboidal shapes on account of s¯4. The transition frequencies can
be used to estimate electromechanical properties of a vesicle.
Figure 5a shows the stable shapes for high and low σr in the entropic regime. It should be noted that
while the shapes in the pure entropic regime are obtained by solving the dynamical equations for s¯2 and
s¯4, calculations in the enthalpic regime lead to different nature of the equations. The steady state solution
to the evolution equations (33-31) for s¯2 and s¯4 in the enthalpic regime gives multiple roots (as pairs in
s¯2, s¯4) of which only one root (and thereby shape) is expected to be stable. It should be noted that each
root corresponds to a different shape. To find the stable root, the eigenvalues of the linearized coefficient
matrix resulting from the the two non-linear differential equations for s¯2 and s¯4 (33-31) are determined for
each of the roots, and the root is deemed stable if the eigenvalues are negative (and unstable if at least one
of the eigen value is positive). This is also demonstrated by solving the evolution equations (33-31) with
respect to time, with the initial shape (s¯2 and s¯4 values) being a perturbation around the stable or unstable
roots. When the initial condition corresponds to the unstable roots, the system is seen to evolve to the stable
roots (and thereby shapes). Figure 7 shows these plots for σr > 1 and σr < 1 respectively. A systematic
evolution to the stable shapes is seen, with an interesting period of relative quiescence before the transition.
Figure 9 shows the contribution of different stabilizing membrane forces (bending, uniform and nonuniform
tension) as well as deforming electric forces and the resulting hydrodynamic forces. The figure 9(a,b) shows
that the deforming normal electric stresses are balanced by the uniform tension in both the entropic regimes
at all frequencies and enthalpic regime at intermediate and low frequencies (only ω¯ = 1 shown in figure). At
high frequencies, in the enthalpic regime though, a small but non-trivial contribution of the bending and
nonuniform tension generated normal forces is observed. This is really due to the low absolute value of the
normal stresses at high frequencies. The contribution of bending forces is found to increase further and equal
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(a) (b)
Figure 7: Unstable and stable vesicle shapes during vesicle deformation in enthalpic tension regime under pure quadrupole AC
electic field for (a)σr = 0.003, and (b)σr = 280 (ω¯ = 1000, ∆¯=0.2, C¯m=125, G¯m=0, r = µr = 1, γ¯init,0 = 668, Ca = 9684). —
(s¯2), — (s¯4)
to that due to the nonuniform tension at small capillary numbers (figure 9(e,f)).
The tangential electric stresses are balanced by the non uniform tension and the tangential hydrodynamic
stress in both the entropic and enthalpic regimes at intermediate and high frequencies (only ω¯ = 1 shown in
figure 9(c,d)). At very low frequencies, the tangential electric stress tends to zero, and while in the entropic
regime, the small tangential hydrodynamic stress is balanced by the non uniform tension, in the enthalpic
regime, the values of tangential stress is even lower, and a balance of all the three stresses, hydrodynamic,
electrical and non uniform tension is observed (figure 9(g,h)).
5.2.1. Entropic (Ca dependent) and Enthalpic tension vs Excess area
Figure 8 presents variation of entropic and enthalpic tension with excess area at three different frequencies.
Figure 8a shows that in the fluctuation dominated regime, the tension varies exponentially with the excess
area, in agreement with the prediction of [55]. Figure 8b shows that a vesicle in the enthalpic regime, exhibits
a decrease in tension with an increase in the excess area (γenth ∼ ρ−2 where ρ = ∆/(4pi)), for the same Ca
and different frequencies, as well as for different capillary numbers for a given frequency. The tension increases
with capillary number, and decreases with the frequency. The experimental work by [55] indicates that when
a vesicle is deflated from a spherical shape due to application of an external force, the maximum tension
could not be more than 0.5 mN/m in the low tension regime. In the high tension regime, the maximum
allowable vesicle tension is known to be typically around 10mN/m, thereby limiting the capillary number.
The entropic and enthalpic tensions as a function of the capillary number are plotted in figure 8c. The figure
shows that for a given Ca, the excess area dependent enthalpic tension is higher for smaller excess area, but
is always lower than the entropic tension. The entropic tension increases weakly with the capillary number
in the low capillary number limit, and shows a γu ∼ Ca scaling at around Ca ∼ 50. The enthalpic tensions
scales as γu ∼ Ca. in the high capillary number limit. It is therefore proposed that a transition from the
entropic to enthalpic regime can be expected to occur around Ca ∼ 100. The dimensional value of tension
around this regime is of the order of 0.5 mN/m.
5.3. Deformation in mixed field
To generate a mixed field, non-zero values of Eo and Λo are required yielding a finite value of f¯ as
discussed earlier for the case of dielectrophoresis. Using similar electrical parameters as for dielectrophoresis,
yield a capillary number, Ca = 71033 and f¯ = 0.5.
Figures 10 and 11 show the variation of the deformation amplitudes s¯2, s¯3, s¯4 with frequency in the
entropic and enthalpic regimes. A clear presence of the s¯3 amplitude is seen indicating that asymmetric
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 8: Variation of uniform membrane tension with apparent excess area (ρ = ∆/4pi) in a pure quadrupole AC electric
field by: (a) entropic tension approach for ω¯=0.001 (blue circle),ω¯=1 (red circle), ω¯=1000 (green circle) (b) enthalpic tension
approach at Ca = 9684 for ω¯=1 (blue circle),ω¯=0.001 (red circle), ω¯=1000 (green circle) and at Ca=9 (blue diamond), 90000
(blue square) for ω¯ = 1; (c) Variaton of entropic and enthalpic tension with capillary number for ω¯ = 1. (C¯m=125, G¯m=0,
r = µr = 1, σr = 280, γ¯init,0 = 668, Ca = 9684)
shapes are admitted. Depending upon the frequency regime and the conductivity ratio, the three modes
have varying magnitudes. The dominance of P2 mode (s¯2) in the deformation increases as the f¯ increases,
conforming to the known results of spheroidal deformation in a uniform electric field. Figures 12 corroborates
these findings, wherein the shapes of the vesicles are shown and asymmetry is seen to increase as f¯ takes
intermediate values.
In the enthalpic regime, figure 13 shows that for σr < 1 asymmetric modes are stable only at high
frequencies. On the contrary, for σr > 1, asymmetric shapes are seen only at f¯ = 1 while near quadrupole
and near uniform fields admit symmetric shapes at all frequencies.
5.4. Comments on dielectrophoresis in quadrupole field and the Maxwell stress approach
An important question of relevance is the stability (with respect to position) of the vesicle in side the
quadrupole field. Vesicles are known to undergo dielectrophoresis in non-uniform electric fields. Typically
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(e) (f)
(g) (h)
Figure 9: Relative contribution of all stresses (destabilizing forces: solid, stabilizing forces: dashed) acting on a vesicle from
θ = 0− 2pi when σr = 280. (a),(c): Entropic approach (ω¯ = 1, Ca = 9684); (b),(d): Enthalpic approach (ω¯ = 1, Ca = 9684);
(e) Enthalpic approach (ω¯ = 1000, Ca = 9684); (f) Enthalpic approach (ω¯ = 1000, Ca = 100); (g) Entropic approach
(ω¯ = 0.0001, Ca = 9684); (h) Enthalpic approach (ω¯ = 0.0001, Ca = 9684)
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(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 10: Variation of amplitudes of shape deformation modes (entropic approach) in mixed AC electric field with frequency:
(a)-(c) σr=0.003, and (d)-(f) σr=280 for C¯m=125, G¯m=0, Ca=71033, µr = r=1, γ¯init,0 = 668. f¯ ranges 0.1, 1, 10 left to
right. — (s¯2), — (s¯3), — (s¯4)
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(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 11: Variation of the amplitudes of shape deformation modes (enthalpic approach) in mixed AC electric field with
frequency: (a)-(c) σr=0.003, and (d)-(f) σr=280 for C¯m=125, G¯m=0, Ca=71033, µr = r=1, γ¯init,0 = 668, ∆¯ = 0.2. f¯ ranges
0.1, 1, 10 left to right. — (s¯2), — (s¯3), — (s¯4)
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(a) (b)
Figure 12: Vesicle shape transition in mixed AC electric field in entropic regime with frequency for (a) σr = 0.003, (b) σr = 280
at f¯ = 0.1, 1.0, 10 (C¯m = 125, G¯m = 0, Ca = 71033, ∆¯=0.2, γ¯init,0=668)
(a) (b)
Figure 13: Vesicle shape transition in mixed AC electric field in enthalpic regime with frequency for (a) σr = 0.003, (b) σr = 280
at f¯ = 0.1, 1.0, 10 (C¯m = 125, G¯m = 0, Ca = 71033, ∆¯=0.2, γ¯init,0=668)
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calculation of dielectrophoretic velocity has two parts, the total electrostatic force acting on the vesicle
and the drag force on a moving vesicle. Dielectrophoresis has been studied using a rigorous Maxwell stress
approach [58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63] by integrating the electric stress tensor over the spherical surface of a particle
in a leaky media under a slightly nonuniform electric field. On the other hand the more popular dipole
moment method[41, 64] considers the force exerted by the gradient of the applied field on the polarization
vector induced in a spherical particle assuming it is subjected to the electric field at the center of mass. The
dipole moment method, although not exact, is more commonly used due to its applicability to arbitrary
fields. On the contrary, for composite, concentric spherical systems gets complicated and the Maxwell stress
method might be more straightforward, ass used in this work.
The advantage of Maxwell stress method over the dipole moment method is best demonstrated in the
case of liquid drops, wherein non uniform electric field has been extensively studied to understand their
translation, deformation, levitation, breakup etc [65, 66, 67, 68, 57, 69, 70, 71]. The analysis shows that the
tangential electric stresses in a leaky dielectric system (both the drop and the fluid medium in which it is
suspended are leaky dielectrics), leads to circulation inside the drop, as well as in the outer fluid medium.
This alters the drag on the particle. Therefore to obtain the dielectrophoretic velocity, the problem has to be
solved using the Maxwell stress approach. A simplified approach, where the DEP force is calculated from
the dipole moment method, and the drag say the Hadamard-Rybczynski equation, can lead to erroneous results.
Similar to a drop interface, the vesicle interface, which is typically a bilayer membrane, is deformable
as discussed by [72] and demonstrated in this work. There is no apriori reason to not expect this coupling
in a vesicle (or a biological cell) as well, since the electric stresses at the interface can in-principle drive
fluid motion in the inner and outer side of the vesicle. Thus although the scientific community working on
dielectrophoresis of cells and vesicles has been using the net dielectrophoretic force calculated by the dipole
moment method, and the net drag as that given by assumption of rigid body hydrodynaimcs, this assumption
of a rigid body drag cannot be apriori assumed, and if true, should be shown rigorously.
It is therefore important to self consistently solve the electrohydrodynamics problem using the Maxwell-
stress and low Re approach. A self consistent calculation, presented in the supplementary material, on the
axisymmetric quadrupole electric field yields the following results,
1. The dipole moment method and the Maxwell stress method to describe the dielectrophoresis of vesicles
are indeed identical for Quadrupole fields and yield the same dielectrophoretic force.
2. The correct hydrodynamics in such a case, specifically the drag on a vesicle, is found to obey the drag
on a rigid sphere (Stokes drag) thereby vindicating the often used, but not explicitly proved, assumption,
typically used in the literature.
6. Concluding remarks
A systematic analysis of vesicle dielectrophoresis and deformation in non-uniform AC electric field is
presented. The deformation of a vesicle in quadrupole field shows a variety of shapes such as cuboid and
rhomboid, significantly different that the spheroids seen in uniform field, and these shapes depend upon the
regime, entropic or enthalpic, as well as the conductivity ratio and the applied frequency.
It would be appropriate to compare the experimental results in [52] and [42] with the analysis conducted
in this work while accounting for the planar(quadrupole) and 3D (octupole) fields in their set-ups respectively
as against the axisymmetric quadrupole field in the present case. The squaring of shapes is clearly observed
in the experiments of [52] for planar quadrupole. Using their experimental parameters it is seen that two
shapes from the enthalpic theory presented in this work (figure 14) are identical to their experimental shapes
(figures 6(c,e) of [52]).
Similarly as predicted in this work, intermediate frequency squaring and high frequency near spherical
vesicles can be seen in figures 3(b) and 3(c), respectively in [42].
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(a) (b)
Figure 14: Comparison of prediction of the present theory with that of experiments in [52]The dimensional values from [52] are:
Ro = 5µm, σin = 0.1S/m, σex = 0.001S/m,Eo = 10
4V/m,Cm = 10−2F/m2. The corresponding non-dimensional parameters
in our model are: For figure (a): σr = 100, C¯m = CmRo/ex = 70, Ca = exR3oE2o/κb = 86.08, ω¯ = ωex/σex = 0.014, and
for figure (b)(on reversing fluid conductivity on each side and increasing frequency): σr = 0.01, C¯m = CmRo/m = 70, Ca =
exR3oE
2
o/κb = 86.08, ω¯ = 100 (Here we have assumed κb = 25κBT and ex = 80o, excess area ∆¯ = 0.035, due to lack of data
in [52])
The electrical parameters as well as the quadrupole electrode design suggested in this work, should allow
the method to be used for understanding electrodeformation of vesicles and biological cells in non uniform
fields that are more commonly used in experiments and applications. The method shows that in the entropic
regime, the vesicles admit higher order shapes, indicating influence of quadrupole field. In the enthalpic
regime, the electric field as well as the frequency and the conductivity ratio determines the final shape of the
vesicle with a given excess area and high nonlinearity in the shapes is observed. When a uniform electric
field is employed in the enthalpic regime, the shape is prolate or oblate spheroid that satisfies the excess area
constraint, and therefore an interplay of different shape modes cannot be investigated. Thus quadrupole
field is the simplest axisymmetric configuration that explores the competition of s¯2 and s¯4 deformation in
determining the final shape.
It should be noted that though highly non linear shapes at high capillary numbers are presented in this
work, the electrostatics and hydrodynamics are solved on a sphere though. However, it should be mentioned
that the membrane deformation leads to non-linear equations due to area incompressibility conditions even
at linear order in deformation. Thus although the drag on the non-spherical shapes could be different, this
should only lead to slower dynamics, while keeping the shapes similar to what are predicted in the present work.
This work using the more rigorous Maxwell stress tensor method, additionally corroborates that the
dipole moment method with Stokes drag for a rigid sphere suffices to estimate the dielectrophoretic velocity
of a vesicle in quadrupole field.
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Appendix
Appendix A. Electric potential coefficients
A1 =(EoR
3
o(−σr − I(C¯m + r + σr − C¯mσr)ω¯ + (C¯m + r − C¯mr)ω¯2 + G¯m(−1 + σr + I(−1
+ r)ω¯)))/(2G¯m + 2σr + G¯mσr + I(G¯m(2 + r) + C¯m(2 + σr) + 2(r + σr))ω¯ − (2r
+ C¯m(2 + r))ω¯
2) (A.1)
A2 =(2R
5
oΛo(−G¯m − 2σr + G¯mσr + I(G¯m(−1 + r) + C¯m(−1 + σr)− 2(r + σr))ω¯
+ (C¯m + 2r − C¯mr)ω¯2))/(3G¯m + 6σr + 2G¯mσr + I(G¯m(3 + 2r) + 6(r + σr)
+ C¯m(3 + 2σr))ω¯ − (3C¯m + 2(3 + C¯m)r)ω¯2) (A.2)
B1 =− ((3Eo(1 + Iω¯)(G¯m + IC¯mω¯)))/((2G¯m + 2σr + G¯mσr + I(G¯m(2 + r) + C¯m(2 + σr)
+ 2(r + σr))ω¯ − (2r + C¯m(2 + r))ω¯2)) (A.3)
B2 =((5Λo(1 + Iω¯)(G¯m + IC¯mω¯)))/((−3G¯m − 6σr − 2G¯mσr − I(G¯m(3 + 2r) + 6(r + σr)
+ C¯m(3 + 2σr))ω¯ + (3C¯m + 2(3 + C¯m)r)ω¯
2)) (A.4)
Appendix B. Transmembrane potential
Orthogonality of Legendre polynomial∫ pi
0
Pn(cos θ)Pm(cos θ) sin θdθ =
1
2n+ 1
δmn (B.1)
Solution for transmembrane potential in non-dimensional form
V¯m1 = − 3(−I + ω¯)(−Iσr + rω¯)
2G¯m + 2σr + G¯mσr + I(G¯m(2 + r) + C¯m(2 + σr) + 2(r + σr))ω¯ − (2r + C¯m(2 + r))ω¯2 (B.2)
V¯m2 =
10(−I + ω¯)(−Iσr + rω¯)
−3G¯m − 6σr − 2G¯mσr − I(G¯m(3 + 2r) + 6(r + σr) + C¯m(3 + 2σr))ω¯ + (3C¯m + 2(3 + C¯m)r)ω¯2
(B.3)
Appendix C. Electric Maxwell’s Stress
τEr = X0P0(cos θ) +X1P1(cos θ) +X2P2(cos θ) +X3P3(cos θ) +X4P4(cos θ) (C.1)
τeθ = −(3(Y1 cos θ − 5(Y0 + Y2 cos 2θ + Y3 cos 3θ)) sin θ)/Y (C.2)
here, X0, X1, X2, X3, X4 and Y0, Y1, Y2, Y3, Y are coefficients of normal and tangential electric stress, respect-
ively. These are lengthy expressions and so not provided in the appendix. X¯0, X¯1, X¯2, X¯3, X¯4, Y¯0, Y¯1, Y¯2, Y¯3, Y¯
represents their non-dimensional form.
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Appendix D. Gegenbauer’s functions
G2 =
1
2
(1− cos2 θ) (D.1)
G3 =
1
2
(1− cos2 θ) cos θ (D.2)
G4 =
1
8
(1− cos2 θ)(5 cos2 θ − 1) (D.3)
G5 =
1
8
(1− cos2 θ)(7 cos2 θ − 3) cos θ (D.4)
Appendix E. Enthalpic uniform membrane tension
The enthalpic tension is given by
γenthu = −
ζ1 + ζ2 + ζ3
ζ4
(E.1)
where
ζ1 =
350s4(−7R4oX4Y + 756s4Y κb + 48R5oY3exΛo)
20µex + 19µin
(E.2)
ζ2 =
297s2(7R
4
o(X2Y + 2Y1ex)− 168s2Y κb + 90R5oY3eΛo)
32µex + 23µin
(E.3)
ζ3 =
7425s3(−R4oX3Y + 60s3Y κb + 8R5oY2exΛo)
85µex + 76µin
(E.4)
ζ4 = 18R
2
oY
(
2450s24
20µex + 19µin
+
462s22
32µex + 23µin
+
4125s23
85µex + 76µin
)
(E.5)
Enthalpic membrane tension in non-dimensional form
γ¯enthu =− ((350s¯4(48CaY¯3 + 756s¯4Y¯ − 7CaX¯4Y¯ ))/(20 + 19µr)− 297s¯2(−168s¯2Y¯ + Ca(14Y¯1a
+ 90Y¯3 + 7X¯2aY¯ + 7f¯
2(2Y¯1b + X¯2bY¯ ))))/(32 + 23µr) + (7425s¯3(60s¯3Y¯ + Caf¯(8Y¯2
− X¯3Y¯ )))/(85 + 76µr))/(18Y¯ ((2450s¯24)/(20 + 19µr) + (462s¯22)/(32 + 23µr)
+ (4125s¯23)/(85 + 76µr))) (E.6)
here all X¯ ′s and Y¯ ′s are part of electric normal and tangential stress, respectively.
Appendix F. Non-uniform membrane tension
γnu1 =− ((−64(3 + 4Bq)R4oX1Y + 63(−3 + 8Bq)R2os5Y γu + 378(−3 + 8Bq)s5Y κb
+ 192(−3 + 8Bq)R5o(5Y0 − 3Y2)exΛo))/(576R3oY ) (F.1)
γnu2 =(135R
5
oY3exΛo(8(−1 +Bq)µex − 7µin)− 28R2os2Y γu(4(1 + 3Bq)µex + µin)
− 168s2Y κb(4(1 + 3Bq)µex + µin) + 7R4o(3Y1ex(8(−1 +Bq)µex − 7µin)
+X2Y (4µex + 12Bqµex + µin)))/(7R
3
oY (32µex + 23µin)) (F.2)
γnu3 =− (96R5oY2exΛo((−25 + 16Bq)µex − 24µin)− 8R4oX3Y ((5 + 24Bq)µex + 2µin)
23
+R2oY γu(147s5(−25µex + 16Bqµex − 24µin) + 80s3(5µex + 24Bqµex + 2µin))
+ 6Y κb(147s5(−25µex + 16Bqµex − 24µin) + 80s3(5µex + 24Bqµex + 2µin)))/
(8R3oY (85µex + 76µin)) (F.3)
γnu4 =(7R
4
oX4Y ((6 + 40Bq)µex + 3µin)− 126R2os4Y γu((6 + 40Bq)µex + 3µin)
− 756s4Y κb((6 + 40Bq)µex + 3µin) + 24R5oY3exΛo((168− 80Bq)µex + 165µin))/
(63R3oY (20µex + 19µin)) (F.4)
Appendix G. Hydrodynamic coefficients with Bq = 0
p0 =−X0 + (2γu)/Ro (G.1)
C1i =(−2Ro(C9iRo +X1) + 4γnu1 + 3C2iµex)/(R2o(3µex − 8µin)) (G.2)
C2i =(20(RoX1 − 2γnu1)µin + C9iR2o(3µex + 12µin))/(30µexµin) (G.3)
C3i =(−C10iR6o + 4R2os2γu + 2R3oγnu2 + 24s2κb −R4o(X2 − 3C4iµex − 2C4iµin))/
(R6o(−µex − 6µin)) (G.4)
C4i =(C10iR
6
o(µex − µin) + 7(−R4oX2 + 4R2os2γu + 2R3oγnu2 + 24s2κb)µin)/
(7R4o(−3µex − 2µin)µin) (G.5)
C5i =(−4C11iR7o − 4R4oX3 + 40R2os3γu + 8R3oγnu3 + 240s3κb + C6iR5o(19µex + 16µin))/
(R7o(−13µex − 32µin)) (G.6)
C6i =(−13C11iR7oµex − 8(C11iR7o − 3R4oX3 + 30R2os3γu + 6R3oγnu3 + 180s3κb)µin)/
(6R5oµin(19µex + 16µin)) (G.7)
C7i =(−5C12iR8o − 5R4oX4 + 90R2os4γu + 10R3oγnu4 + 540s4κb + C8iR6o(33µex + 30µin))/
(R8o(−27µex − 50µin)) (G.8)
C8i =(C12iR
8
o(−54µex − 45µin) + 55(R4oX4 − 18R2os4γu − 2R3oγnu4 − 108s4κb)µin)/
(11R6oµin(33µex + 30µin)) (G.9)
C9i =(5(C11iR
7
o(−25µex − 24µin) + 24(−R4oX3 + 10R2os3γu + 2R3oγnu3 + 60s3κb)µin))/
(12R5o(−19µex − 16µin)) (G.10)
C10i =(7(−C12iR8o(−168µex − 165µin)(−3µex − 2µin) + 11µin(R4o((−264X2 − 45X4)µex
− 30(8X2 +X4)µin) +R3o(2(264γnu2 + 45γnu4)µex + 60(8γnu2 + γnu4)µin)
+ 2R2oγu(135s4(3µex + 2µin) + 16s2(33µex + 30µin)) + 12κb(135s4(3µex + 2µin)
+ 16s2(33µex + 30µin)))))/(88R
6
o(−33µex − 30µin)(−8µex − 7µin)) (G.11)
C11i =(24(R
4
oX3 − 10R2os3γu − 2R3oγnu3 − 60s3κb)µin)/(R7o(−25µex − 24µin)) (G.12)
C12i =(165(R
4
oX4 − 18R2os4γu − 2R3oγnu4 − 108s4κb)µin)/(R8o(−168µex − 165µin)) (G.13)
C1e =(R
2
o(−C9e − 2C2eµex +Ro(−2γnu1 +Ro(C9iRo +X1 − 4C1iRoµin))))/(6µex) (G.14)
C2e =(C9e +Ro(2(γnu1 + 3C2iµex)−Ro(C9iRo +X1 − 2C1iRo(3µex + 2µin))))/(4µex) (G.15)
C3e =− C4eR2o + C4iR5o + C3iR7o (G.16)
C4e =1/2Ro
3(5C4i + 7C3iR
2
o) (G.17)
C5e =− (1/(10µex))R2o(C11e − C11iR7o −R4oX3 + 10R2os3γu + 2R3oγnu3 + 60s3κb + 6C6eµex
+ 4C6iR
5
oµin + 8C5iR
7
oµin) (G.18)
24
C6e =(C11e − C11iR7o −R4oX3 + 10R2os3γu + 2R3oγnu3 + 60s3κb + 2C6iR5o(5µex + 2µin)
+ 2C5iR
7
o(5µex + 4µin))/(4µex) (G.19)
C7e =−R2o(C12e − C12iR9o −R5oX4 + 18R3os4γu + 2R4oγnu4 + 108Ros4κb + 8C8eµex
+ 6C8iR
7
oµin + 10C7iR
9
oµin)/(12µex)) (G.20)
C8e =(C12e − C12iR9o −R5oX4 + 18R3os4γu + 2R4oγnu4 + 108Ros4κb + 2C8iR7o(6µex + 3µin)
+ 2C7iR
9
o(6µex + 5µin))/(4µex) (G.21)
C9e =Ro(−2γnu1 +Ro(C9iRo +X1 + 4C1iRo(µex − µin))) (G.22)
C10e =(C10iR
7
o − 8(C4iR5o + C3iR7o − 1/2R5o(5C4i + 7C3iR2o))µex −Ro(4R2os2γu + 2R3oγnu2
+ 24s2κb + 2R
4
o(5C4i + 7C3iR
2
o)µex + 6C3iR
6
oµin −R4o(X2 − 2C4iµin)))/R2o (G.23)
C11e =C11iR
7
o +R
4
oX3 − 10R2os3γu − 2R3oγnu3 − 60s3κb + 4C5iR7o(2µex − 2µin) + 4C6iR5o(µex
− µin) (G.24)
C12e =C12iR
9
o +R
5
oX4 − 18R3os4γu − 2R4oγnu4 − 108Ros4κb + 2C7iR9o(5µex − 5µin)
+ 2C8iR
7
o(3µex − 3µin) (G.25)
Appendix H. Clausius Mossotti Factor
Re[CMF ] =(−2σ2r + (−2(C¯m + r)2 + C¯2mσr + (−2 + C¯m + C¯2m)σ2r)ω¯2 + (C¯m(−1 + r)
− r)(2r + C¯m(2 + r))ω¯4 + G¯2m(−2 + σr + σ2r + (−2 + r + 2r)ω¯2)
+ G¯m(σ
2
r + 
2
rω¯
2 − 4σr(1 + ω¯2)))/((2σr + G¯m(2 + σr))2 + (G¯2m(2 + r)2
+ C¯2m(2 + σr)
2 + 4G¯m(
2
r + 2σr) + 4C¯m(2r + σ
2
r) + 4(
2
r + σ
2
r))ω¯
2 + (2r
+ C¯m(2 + r))
2ω¯4) (H.1)
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Supplementary material
Dielectrophoretic force and translational velocity of a vesicle in quadrupole field
A vesicle subjected to a non-uniform AC electric field, experiences a DEP force due to up-down asymmetric
electric stresses. The electric traction acting on a unit area of a vesicle in the z-direction can be written as
FEz = τ
E
r cos θ− τEθ sin θ. The total z-directional DEP force is determined by integrating the electric traction
over the vesicle surface as
FDEP =
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
FEz R
2
o sin θdθdφ = 2piexR
3
oRe[CMF ]∇E2∞ (H.2)
Equation H.2 represents two approaches to estimate the DEP force. The integral expression is obtained
from a more fundamental approach of Maxwell stress as employed in this work. The right hand side is the
classical expression for DEP force obtained by the dipole moment approach. Here Re[CMF] is the real part
of Clausius Mossotti factor which depends upon the frequency of the applied electric field as well as on the
electric properties of the particle and the suspending media[41] (Appendix-H). A positive value of Re[CMF]
implies that a vesicle experiences positive DEP force and moves towards region of high electric field whereas
negative Re[CMF] leads to negative DEP which moves a vesicle to a region of low electric field.
Classical theory [41] based on dipole moments suggests positive or negative DEP (movement towards
region of higher or lower electric fields respectively) if Re[CMF] is positive or negative respectively. In
this work, Re[CMF] is calculated by equating the classical expression for dielectrophoretic force to the
dielectrophoretic force calculated by the Maxwell stress approach. A cross over frequency for transition
from negative to positive DEP is obtained by setting Re[CMF ] = 0, which gives a lower cross over (LCO)
frequency
ω¯LCO =
2
√
σr√
3
√
C¯m(2σr + C¯m(2 + σr))
(H.3)
valid for σr > 1 (expression for σr < 1 is complicated and not provided here) whereas the upper cross over
(UCO) frequency for transition from positive to negative DEP is given by
ω¯UCO =
√
3
√
C¯m(23r + C¯
2
m(r − σr)(2 + σr) + 2C¯m(r − σr)(2r + σr))√
(C¯m(−1 + r)− r)(2 r + C¯m(2 + r))2
(H.4)
The expression for the CMF (as provided by Jones [41]) is identical to that obtained in the present work by
the Maxwell stress approach [43], although some discrepancy in the reported values of the CMF in literature
is noticed [41, 39].
The solution of kinematic condition, on integration with respect to the first Legendre polynomial, over a
vesicle surface, gives steady dielectrophoretic velocity of the vesicle.
UDEP =
ds1
dt
=
2Ro(X1Y + 6Ro(−5Y0 + 3Y2)exΛo)
9Y µex
(H.5)
Substitution of electric stress coefficients (all X ′s and Y ′s) and non-dimensionalization of equation H.5 shows
that the DEP velocity varies linearly with f¯ (a dimensionless factor described in the section below). The
DEP velocity shows dependency on conductivity as well as permittivity ratio along with the membrane
properties Cm, Gm.
Dielectrophoresis
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(a) (b)
Figure H.15: Re(CMF) vs frequency plot: (a) Role of permittivity ratio when σr = 280(solid) and σr = 0.003(dashed)
(C¯m = 125, G¯m = 0), —(r = 0.1), — (r = 1), — (r = 10) (b) Role of membrane conductance (C¯m = 125, r = 1, G¯m =
0(solid),G¯m = 0.5(dashed)), —(σr = 280), — (σr = 0.003)
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure H.16: DEP velocity vs frequency:(a) Role of low permittivity ratio when σr=280 (black) and σr=0.003 (red) (r = 0.1
(dashed), r = 1 (solid), C¯m = 125, f¯ = 0.5, G¯m = 0) (b) Role of high permittivity ratio when σr=280 (black) and σr=0.003
(red) (r = 10 (dashed), r = 1 (solid), C¯m = 125, f¯ = 0.5, G¯m = 0) (c) Role of membrane conductance when σr=280 (black)
and σr=0.003 (red) (C¯m = 125, r = 1, f¯ = 0.5, G¯m = 0(solid), G¯m = 0.5(dashed))
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The expression for Re[CMF] indicates that in the low frequency regime, a vesicle with a non-conducting
membrane shows a negative value essentially due to a vesicle acting as a dielectric drop in a conducting fluid.
In the intermediate frequency regime, the vesicle acts as a leaky dielectric drop when t−1cap < ω < t
−1
MW or
t−1ex (which is =1), whichever greater. In this range, when σr < 1, that is outer medium more conducting,
a drop shows negative dielectrophoresis, whereas for σr > 1 positive dielectrophoresis is seen. At very
high frequencies, the membrane is uncharged, and the vesicle behaves as a perfect dielectric inner fluid in
a perfect dielectric outer fluid. The response is then governed by r. When the outer medium has more
permittivity, it shows negative dielectrophoresis, whereas when the inner fluid has more permittivity, positive
dielectrophoresis can be seen. These features are demonstrated in figure H.15.
Figure H.15a shows the effect of dielectric constant ratio r, on Re[CMF]. It is seen that for σr > 1 there
is an upper and a lower cross over frequency for r < 1. However, for r > 1 only lower cross over frequency is
observed. This shows that a vesicle undergoes a transition from negative to postive DEP at low frequencies,
whereas at very high frequencies the Re[CMF] and thereby the dielectrophoretic velocity tend to zero (figure
H.16a). While LCO frequency is independent of r when σr > 1, and accurately predicted by equation H.3
the LCO frequency has r dependency for σr < 1. The UCO frequency has r dependency for all values of σr
and this is predicted well by equation H.4. When σr < 1 (figure H.15a) there is no upper and lower cross over
frequency for r ≤ 1 and the vesicle always shows negative DEP in the entire frequency range (figure H.16a).
For r > 1 there is a LCO frequency which results in negative to positive DEP with an increase in frequency.
Figure H.15b shows the effect of membrane conductivity on the Re[CMF]. It indicates that the membrane
conductivity predominantly affects the low frequency behavior. For sufficiently high membrane conductance,
a vesicle can behave like a drop in DC field in the low frequency regime, thereby exhibiting negative
dielectrophoresis for σr < 1 and positive dielectrophoresis for σr > 1.
Non-dependency of dielectrophoretic velocity on viscosity ratio and Bousinesq number
It is important to self consistently solve the electrohydrodynamics problem using the Maxwell-stress
and low Re approach, even for an undeformed sphere, if one is interested in knowing the dielectrophoretic
velocity of a deformable particle such as a vesicle. This is essentially due to the coupling between the
non-uniform tensions associated with different Legendre modes. Thus, for an undeformed sphere, the P2 and
P4 electric stresses generated by the electric fields, need to be satisfied for an undeformed sphere. Although
the normal stresses associated with the non-uniform tensions are decoupled, the non-uniform tensions get
coupled in the tangential stress balance. In an undeformed sphere, the electric stresses are balanced by
the non-uniform tension, leading to fluid flow associated with the 3rd − 5th Gegenbauer streamfunctions
(these flows eventually lead to deformation which is discussed next). Although these do not contribute to the
dielectrophoretic velocity, they give rise to fluid flow, which has a dependence on the viscosity ratio (figure
H.17). The non-uniform tension associated with the translational mode γnu1, leads to a rigid body like
motion. Therefore the drag resisting the dielectrophoretic motion is the same as a rigid sphere (6piµexRoU),
and is independent of the viscosity ratio, although it can be calculated only after solving the coupled problem.
Therefore the dielectrophoretic velocities calculated by the Maxwell stress approach in this work are in
agreement with that calculated by the dipole moment method with a "rigid body" drag (equation H.5).
Despite the dielectrophoretic velocity showing a rigid body like drag, the velocity streamlines are quite
different than that caused by translation of a rigid spherical particle, and show multiple rolls associated with
the P2 and P4 electric stresses associated with the applied field (figure H.17). Similarly for a membrane
with surface viscosity, the membrane viscous stress is absorbed by the non-uniform tension such that the
dielectrophoretic velocity remains independent of the Boussinesq number too. The non-uniform tension
though depends linearly on the Boussinesq number (figure H.18).
These results can be presented in a phase diagram (figure H.19) which shows a negative dielectrophoretic
region at low frequencies for all conductivity ratios (due to vesicle acting as a dielectric drop in a perfect
conductor) and at all frequencies at low conductivity ratios (due to negative dielectrophoresis in the
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure H.17: Effect of viscosity ratio on the velocity profile for a spherical vesicle undergoing dielectrophoresis (a) µr = 0.001,
(b) µr = 1, (c) µr = 1000 (ω¯ = 1, f¯ = 0.1)
intermediate frequency range (since the polarization vector is opposite to the applied field). At moderate and
high conductivity ratios, positive dielectrophoresis is seen in an intermediate range of frequencies, essentially
in agreement with liquid drops of same conductivity ratio (having polarization vector in the direction of
the applied field). The above discussion indicates that the dipole moment method with a rigid particle
Stokes drag assumption should suffice to describe the dielectrophoretic motion of a vesicle in non-uniform
electric field. The experimental results in [39] are in qualitative agreement with the present model, although
quantitative studies cannot be done due to the axisymmetric electrode configuration considered in this work.
It should be mentioned here that experiments are typically conducted in pure quadrupole field. In such
a field, no dielectrophoresis will be seen for a vesicle kept exactly at the center of the electrode system.
However, an off-center vesicle, say in the z direction will experience a uniform field given by Eo = −2Λozo
and a quadrupole potential of Λo, thereby enabling the use of the results derived in this work.
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Figure H.18: Dependency of non-uniform membrane tension on Boussinesq number (C¯m = 125, G¯m = 0, r = 1, σr = 280, Ca =
71033, f¯ = 0.5, ω¯ = 1)
Figure H.19: Phase diagram for vesicle DEP at r = µr=1, C¯m=125, G¯m=0 in mixed quadrupole AC electric field
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